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This is it -- kids' one-stop shop to the exciting world of Yu-Gi-Oh! It's the must-have guide to the
popular TV show and trading-card game. Now, for the first time, everything fans ever wanted to
know about the world of Yu-Gi-Oh is in one place. We've got all the monsters, all the duels, and
all the stats and facts.

About the AuthorTracey West has written more than 200 books for children and young adults,
including the following series: Pixie Tricks, Hiro’s Quest, and Dragon Masters. She has appeared
on The New York Times bestseller list as author of the Pokemon chapter book adaptations.
Tracey currently lives with her family in New York State’s Hudson Valley. She can be found on
twitter at @TraceyWestBooks.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Good book. Lots of illustrations with cheesy captions. No big deal but
the author must not have know much about Yu-Gi-Oh. I have only glanced through it but i found
several mistakes. Exodia is listed as a Dragon type which is wrong hes a Spell-caster. Alligator
Sword and Alligator Sword Dragon have the wrong names by their corresponding pictures etc.
Not a book for serious fans, I just bought it for my kid when he gets a little older. No real
complaints thought, enjoyed the monster art.”

Emily Carpenter, “Great!. Amazing quality and fast shipping”

Bill Dupon, “Great book. Wasnt what i thought it was but my kid still likes it a lot”

Cool-Lion14, “Good little guide to an anime. I liked how the information was concise and easy to
understand. It gave insight on the characters and their relationships and such. I'll use it as a
guide to the show.”

Dmitri Radiouguine, “Pretty good . Only has names of monsters that characters have, but still, I
like it.”

Kelley, “Awesome Book!. My 5 year old LOVES it!!Arrived in perfect condition. Definitely worth it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very cool book!. This was a really cool Yugioh guide! My nephew loved
it. It pictures all the main characters decks.”

Hanna Isseyegh, “Good. My son was happy”

SM Warren, “Brilliant for yu gi oh fans. Son will love this book.”

Lisa-marie Damant, “good. good”

ProgJase, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Cheryl Jakab has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 140 people have provided feedback.
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